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Kalandiya’s theorem in approximation theory [ 2, 31 for Holder-continuous 
functions f(x) of order GL (fE H,) states: 
THEOREM 1. Let a function f(x) of the class H, be given. For every 
natural n let p,(x) be an algebraic polynomial of degree n for which 
If (x> -P&I < A, n -nl XE I-1, 11, (1) 
where A, is a constant. Then one has the estimate 
max Irn(x2)-rn(xl>l GA,n-a+25 5 .~,.x,E1-1,1] /x*-XII5 
(2) 
where r,(x) = f(x) -p,,(x), p being a positive number such that 2/l < a and 
A, is a constant depending on a arld j3. 
This theorem was recently extensively used for proofs of convergence 
theorems for quadrature rules for Cauchy type principal value integrals and 
for the numerical solution of singular integral equations. Six references, by 
several authors, are reported in [ 11, where a new proof of this theorem was 
also given. 
We will show the following improvement of Kalandiya’s theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let a function f(x) of the class H, (0 < a < 1) on I- 1, 1 1 
be given. Then there exists a sequence of polynomials p,(x) of degree n for 
which 
max /r&d - r,(xJ <A n-n+o 
/X2-X,(5 ’ 3 ’ (3) r,.x,c1-I.11 
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where 0 < j3 ( a and A, is a constant depending on f, a and /?, but 
independent of n. 
Proof (In the sequel we will denote by Ai positive constants independent 
of n and x.) The method of proof is completely analogous to that presented 
in [ 11, but with the following difference: we substitute x = ct (c > 1) in (3). 
Then we have to show that 
I r,*(t*) - Twl>l 
,t, _ t,,b G~F~+~, t,, t, E [--l/G l/cl, 
where r,*(t) is given by r,*(t) =f*(t) -pz(t),f*(t) is defined in such a way 
that it coincides with f(ct) for t E [-l/c, l/c] and belongs to H, for 
t E [-1, I], and p,*(t) denotes a sequence of polynomials associated tof*(t) 
along l-1, l] so that 
/r,*(t)1 < A5nmn. (5) 
(The existence of this sequence is assured by Jackson’s theorem 141.) 
Concerningf”, one may take, for example, 
f*(t) =f(-I), t E I-1, -l/c], 
==f (ct), tE [-l/c, l/c], 
==f Cl), fE [l/c, 11. 
Using the inequality (cf. [5]), 
I p,*‘(t)1 G n 2( 1 - t2y* 
w 
! 
2sinz,pX , 
2n 1 
tE [-I. I[ 
(o denoting a modulus of continuity), we find since f * E H, 
I&‘(t)1 <A6n’pn, t E [-l/c, l/cl. (6) 
Proceeding now analogously to [ 1 [ we can deduce the desired inequality (4) 
for [ t, - t, [ < I/n from 
IWJ - C%>l < If *(b> -f *(tl)l 
It,--t? ’ It, - t,14 
+ Pm -P%,) 
fj -t, 
It,--f,[‘--” 
by taking into account that f * E H,, the mean value theorem and (6) 
whereas the case [t, - t, 1 > l/n follows from (5). This completes the 
proof. I 
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It should be mentioned that Theorem 1 holds for every sequence of 
polynomials {p,) satisfying (l), whereas in Theorem 2 one has to choose a 
particular sequence { p,*}. Indeed, there exist sequences ( p,) satisfying (1) 
for which the order P(K”+~~) is best possible. 
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